
 
 
while most beverages are just about flavor and refreshment, vitaminwater® is about much more...simply 
put, it works.  in addition to providing a perfect complement to everyone's less than perfect diet, each of the 
15 functional varieties has a unique combination of nutrients to deliver a specific benefit to get you 
through your day. 
 
vitaminwater is water that works every time.  with fit-in-your-hand ease, each one of our 15 grab-health-by-
the-horns varieties offers a unique blend to help you ‘shine’ on the gods-have-forsaken-you days, yada yada 
conference calls, wind-sucking workouts and chasers-are-for-weenies nights. 
 

name  flavor function key nutrients 
power-c dragonfruit more strength vitamin c + taurine 
focus kiwi-strawberry more clarity vitamin a + lutein 
balance cran-grapefruit more flexibility vitamin c + glucosamine 
essential orange-orange more morning nutrition vitamin c + calcium 
endurance peach-mango more sustained energy vitamin e + ribose 
vital-t lemon tea more vitality vitamin c + e 
energy tropical citrus more immediate energy vitamin b + guarana 
charge lemon-lime more electrolytes b vitamins + electrolytes 
rescue green tea more metabolism vitamin c + egcg  
multi-v lemonade more key nutrients vitamins a to zinc  
formula 50 grape more fuel 50% of daily dose of vitamins 
revive fruit punch more recovery b vitamins + potassium 
defense raspberry-apple more immunity vitamin c + zinc 
b relaxed jackfruit-guava more relaxation b + theanine 
xxx açai-blueberry-

pomegranate 
more antioxidants triple antioxidants 

 
*all vitaminwater varieties contain100% of your daily rdi for vitamin c, 25% of your rdi for vitamins b3, b5, b6,  
b12, plus the blend of key nutrients listed above.  **note: formula 50 contains 50% of seven key nutrients. 

 
all vitaminwater varieties are available in a 20-ounce bottle at a suggested retail price of $1.39.  six varieties 
are also available in a 32-ounce bottle at a suggested retail price of $1.99:  power-c dragonfruit, focus 
kiwi-strawberry, essential orange-orange, energy tropical citrus, multi-v lemonade, and revive fruit 
punch.  four of the top vitaminwater varieties: power-c dragonfruit, revive fruit punch, essential orange-
orange and focus kiwi-strawberry are available in a 12-ounce bottle sold in single-serve bottles ($.99) and 
four-packs ($3.99).  
 
vitaminwater is also available in both 12, 15 and 20 handy “all you need to get through your day” variety packs.  
the 12 pack  includes: power-c dragonfruit, energy tropical citrus, essential orange-orange and revive 
fruit punch. it’s available at grocery at a suggested retail price of $14.99. 
the 15 pack includes: power-c dragonfruit, focus kiwi-strawberry, energy tropical citrus, multi-v 
lemonade and revive fruit punch. it’s available at club stores at a suggested retail price of $13.99. 
the 20 pack  includes: power-c dragonfruit, focus kiwi-strawberry, energy tropical citrus, essential 
orange-orange and revive fruit punch. it’s available at costco at a suggested retail price of $17.99. 
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